









































































Establishment of a Seaside Resort and its Capitalists of Tourism 
 ：Focusing on the “MITAHAMA RAKUEN ”, 
Pioneer of Theme Parks along the Tokyo Bay
A Study for the Suit of Students' No Disabled Pension
The Formation of Personnel Philosophy
　 ("Man power") in the U.S.
Une étude sur la signification de l'action oblique（1） 
The corporate conditions 
that give female employees the opportunity to succeed.（2008） 
-A challenge to create a new relationship between enterprises and 
employees from the management viewpoint.-
The Problems of Philosophy on a Movie（2）
Self Efficacy for Multiple Roles on Women Career & 
Japanese Labor Practices
Nonlinear Control System Design 
by Hybrid Dynamic  Programming Algorithm
and Its Applications
A Study on the Consumption Culture of modern Japan
The Religious Situation in 
The reign of Emperor Temmu
Japanese Company's CSR to the Environment
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